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Working with The New York Times 
to build the future of news.
How journalism is created, consumed, and 
supported continues to change. It’s become 
essential for news organizations to build 
nimble, innovative cultures to succeed in 
the digital age. For The New York Times, 
the largest combined print-and-digital 
circulation daily newspaper in the United 
States, building that culture has meant a 
willingness to boldly experiment with new 
technologies.

Over the past few years, we’ve had the opportunity to collaborate closely with the Times on a 
series of partnerships that use new technologies to meet business needs. In the process, we’ve 
watched the Times consistently push against the boundaries of what a news organization can 
accomplish and the journalism it can produce. Our collaboration with the Times is a reflection of 
our unified approach, which involves dedicating people and resources to deeply understanding 
our partner’s holistic needs and bringing together everything we offer as a company to meet 
those needs.

In the case of the Times, the work is also a reflection of our commitment to the news industry and 
empowering news organizations through technological innovation. Quality journalism is essential 
to our mission of building a more informed world and the value of our core products like Search. 
This has made the Times an important strategic partner. The recent launch of the Google News 
Initiative, an effort to help journalism thrive in the digital age, has deepened this engagement. 
We look forward to working with the Times and other news organizations across the world to 
build a stronger future for news.

We want to draw attention to three of our collaborations with the Times, which addressed needs 
around comment moderation, new storytelling formats, and a more robust digital infrastructure. 
These collaborations speak to how the Times has been able to use new technologies to meet a 
disparate set of needs and emerge as a technological leader in the 
news industry. 

The New York Times Offices

I've never been more optimistic about journalism because I've never 

believed more that we have the power to get many, many more 

people to access it, to engage with it, to care about it.
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Comment moderation

The open web empowers people from across the world to connect and engage in discussions on critical issues. Comment threads are meant to 
encourage those sorts of discussions but toxic comments often dominate, undermining constructive dialogue.

To protect comment threads from bad actors, the Times’ community desk reviewed almost all reader submissions manually. With 12,000 comments 
moderated per day, that work was labor intensive, and forced them to close comments on stories sooner than they would have liked due to 
resourcing constraints. As a result, many of the Times’ best stories were never opened for comments.

In June 2017, the Times began working with Google’s 
Jigsaw team to implement their Perspective API, which 
uses machine learning technology to prioritize comments 
for moderation, and sometimes, approve comments 
automatically. Artificial intelligence and machine learning is 
as effective as the data it can train on. In the case of the 
Perspective API, judgments were developed by training on 
more than 16M moderated the Times comments, going 
back to 2007. 

The adoption of the Perspective API has allowed the Times 
to increase the speed at which comments are reviewed, 
expand community discussions on important issues across 
their platform, and double the number of articles open for 
comments -- including enabling them on all Page One 
articles. 

The value goes beyond simply improving the quality of comment threads. As Levien notes, “Jigsaw has allowed us to give editors back more time that 
they might have otherwise spent doing comment moderation. It gives time back to editors who can deploy their expertise and their brains on even 
more journalism as a result.” 

We continue to believe strongly in the potential of artificial intelligence to minimize time consuming and manually intensive tasks and free up news 
organizations to focus more of their resources on investigating stories and producing high quality journalism. (You can watch a case study on the 
Times’ use of Perspective here.) 

New storytelling formats

Technology also presents news organizations with opportunities to reach and engage readers in compelling new ways. 

We recently launched an Android based augmented reality framework called ARCore 1.0, which the Times integrated into their native app to create a 
feature on celebrated musician David Bowie’s visual legacy. The app projects life-size versions of the iconic costumes into users’ physical space, 
providing them with opportunities to explore outfits from every direction and in great detail. 

The Times has also been an early partner in our efforts to bring news to the Assistant. We partnered for a multi-layer campaign that included a 
bundled subscription offer with Google Home, audio ads across The Daily podcast and built custom placements across all print ads in their special 
edition “Tiny Times” for families. These early experiments are critical for continuing to build news as a vertical on voice-driven platforms and help 
better understand how to bring audio news to users through the Assistant.

This builds on other partnerships over the years to create more dynamic storytelling experiences for users. In 2015, the Times VR distributed more 
than a million units of Google Cardboard to Sunday home delivery subscribers to create VR’s first mainstream moment. Going even further back, 
Levien notes that the Times put “Google Maps in digital content around the editorial franchise, 36 Hours, making it better.”

In Moderator, each comment is scored based on the likelihood that the Times staff members 
would make a certain judgment, with each comment appearing as a dot on a histogram chart.

http://g.co/newsinitiative
https://jigsaw.google.com/
https://www.perspectiveapi.com/#/
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/13/insider/have-a-comment-leave-a-comment.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/13/insider/have-a-comment-leave-a-comment.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5xOpXNEsD-8
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/03/20/arts/design/bowie-costumes-ar-3d-ul.html
https://assistant.google.com/services/a/uid/00000fd185b1760b?hl=en
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Digital infrastructure

As the Times has grown and provided a broader suite of offerings to its 
readers, it has needed to scale and expand its digital infrastructure.

A recent example of this involved the Times moving its Games platform 
to Google App engine. The Times’ digital crossword experience began as 
a web-based Java applet in 1996. It has since grown into a suite of 
mobile apps and an interactive website that has surpassed 400K paid 
subscribers. The level of usage began to run into the limits of the 
architecture. So, the Times moved its products over to the Google Cloud 
Platform, which helped the organization move faster and save money. 

It also spurred the Times to rebuild their infrastructure using Go, 
Google App Engine, Datastore, BigQuery, PubSub and Container Engine. 
App Engine gave the Times the ability to simplify debugging their 
systems, enable users to run a suite of services with a single command, 
and cut their infrastructure costs in half.

Driving value across the business

We’ve continued to work alongside the Times to experiment in a number of ways. We’ve worked 
with the Times to implement Flexible Sampling, a policy that provides news organizations with 
more flexibility with how they engage their users online. In October 2016, we began to label fact 
check articles in Google News and expanded to Google Search in April 2017. Earlier this year, we 
announced our efforts to improve the integrity and accuracy of health information found on the 
web by having subject matter experts in the space -- including 
the Times -- begin to use Claim Review

These collaborations reflect a shared sense that technology companies and news organizations 
must work closely together to ensure that quality journalism continues to thrive in the digital age.  
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News or journalism's role is to create the content that gives people understanding, and 

technology plays an enormous role of making sure we can actually get that understanding to 

people. News companies need companies like Google, whose expertise in AI and distribution, 

and bringing scale to important things, really matters to the business.

M E R E D I T H  L E V I E N
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